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ASG website: www.africastudygroup.ca 
Twitter: @AfricStudyGroup 
 

The Africa Study Group Special Last Minute Meeting 
South Sudan at the cross roads: The status quo and the future- A Humanitarian Lens 

A perspective of the SPLM/A In Opposition 
 
DATE:   Wednesday, May 27th, 2015 
TIME:    17:00 pm - 19:00 pm 
LOCATION:   St. Paul’s university, 223 Main Street, Room 105 
 
In Attendance: 35 
 
Chair: Louise Ouimet 
 

1. Welcome and introduction of new participants 
 

Ms. Ouimet opened the meeting and welcomed newcomers to introduce themselves, 
conducting a roundtable since the majority of the guests were at an ASG meeting for the 
first time. 
 

2. "South Sudan at the cross roads: The status quo and the future- A Humanitarian Lens" 
A perspective of the SPLM/A In Opposition 

 
Guest Speaker Hussein Mar :  
 
Hussein Mar was the Deputy Governor of Jonglei State with Kuol Manyang before Dec 2013 and he is 
one of the top political leaders of the Luo Nuers of the Eastern Nuers in Jonglei State. Hussein is 
currently the Chair for Humanitarian Affairs of the SPLM/A In Opposition and he is also a member 
of the negotiating team of the Opposition in the IGAD brokered talks. Hussein is a veteran politician 
of the 1983-2005 Civil War. 
 
       Mr. Mar's visit to Canada : 
 
Mr. Mar visited Canada (Kitchener and Ottawa) May 26th to May 30th, 2015, and met with DFATD 
and other Canadian organizations. ASG welcomed the opportunity to meet with Mr. Mar and this 
meeting was an informative session on the latest developments in South Sudan in relation to the 
peace process and the future course of the conflict, while focusing on the humanitarian situation.  
 
The purpose of Mr. Mar’s visit is to have conversations about the situation in South Sudan and 
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request the support of Canadians to put pressure on the African Union and President Kiir for the 
release of the August 2014 African Union investigation report, and to establish a humanitarian 
assistance corridor. The independence in South Sudan was the result of many international 
contributions. However, after independence, it did not take long for South Sudan to start bleeding 
again, Mr. Mar stated. Dec 15th, 2013, was not just the start of the crisis. It appeared that the 
country was immediately dissolving into a dictatorship following the independence: institutions 
were not functioning, corruption was rampant and conflict imminent. 
 
The Vice President requested peaceful discussions for reforms and more accountability, but instead, 
the President stated that there had been an attempted coup and South Sudan dissolved into chaos. 
Mr. Mar stated that the current war is not between Nuer and Dinka. When the President moved in 
to arrest colleagues, he wanted to project the war as a tribal conflict. In Juba there were targeted 
killings of Nuer and the lucky individuals ran to UN camps, which were unsustainable. The army 
rebelled against the government and the President invited Uganda to contribute to the conflict, by 
providing cluster bombs and putting boots on the ground. Many people were displaced and there 
was serious fighting: two million people fled the country to Kenya, Uganda, Ethiopia and Sudan. 
 
The President tried to subdue everyone with force, uses groups to fight as militia and gets support 
from Uganda. The humanitarian situation continues to deteriorate and human rights organizations 
with the UN have entered with relief. However, there have been government roadblocks and flight 
delays making travel to and from Juba difficult. Countries including Canada and NGOs are donating 
money in support of South Sudan and targeting aid to the most needed area: the great Upper Nile. 
The conflict was defined by the speaker as a completely man-made disaster, and we need to create 
dialogue to end the conflict. In January 2014 there was a ceasefire agreement signed -which was not 
respected. There was supposed to be an agreement in March but the President did not sign it. The 
sale of oil is presently used to buy arms and weapons. 
 
The current peace process under the auspices of IGAD in Addis Ababa has not worked so far. One of 
the reasons is the presence of Uganda, a country which is not neutral in the conflict. It has now been 
decided to extend the IGAD Troika to additional countries and become IGAD+ with South Africa, 
Rwanda, Nigeria, Chad, Algeria, EU, UN and China joining.  
 
Mr. Mar wishes to move forward with the following: 
• Full implementation of the UNSC S/RES/226 of March 3 2015:  

o http://www.securitycouncilreport.org/atf/cf/%7B65BFCF9B-6D27-4E9C-8CD3-
CF6E4FF96FF9%7D/s_res_2206.pdf 

• Issuance of the August 2014 AU report and its full analysis. We have been informed (this is 
unconfirmed) that the President of Uganda is pressuring for the report to remain unreleased. 

• Stop the sale of oil until its revenue use can be secured to go to social services. 
• Resume negotiations under IGAD+ process, with the help of consultants who could suggest 

various measures to start building a consensus between parties on the governance of the 
country, including working toward greater accountability. 

• Resolve the serious problem of the army and rebel groups suggesting a cooling down period 
before addressing the creation of a new army. 

  
The main concern, however, is the suffering of the people. Mr. Mar asked for support in order to 
work towards peace in South Sudan, while acknowledging the many conflicts in the world, and 
referenced the plight of people in IDP camps.  
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Question period: 
 
Are there signs of separation in South Sudan? What about federalism as a solution for the conflict? 
Is the only source of revenue for the government oil or are there other revenues? 
 
Presently the issue is leadership in South Sudan, and with the right leadership the country could 
succeed. Furthermore, federalism is an option and although there is a debate as to whether the 
country is ready, Mr. Mar stated that it is. In terms of revenue, foreign aid is also a contributor in 
South Sudan. However, 40% of the budget of the government was used for the army. There is a 
potential for growth in agriculture, which has not yet been fulfilled as the government did not have 
that vision.  
 
What role is IGAD playing? 
 
The IGAD process is very weak. Some negotiators (Uganda) have vested interests. At present, one 
country, Uganda, which is playing a part in the conflict, while being part of the IGAD process. It does 
not want to leave the country. In addition, negotiations started on power sharing - while it should 
start with security issues and how to deal with fighters. That said, hopefully peace can be achieved 
with the help of IGAD.  
 
How do you feel about the war and tribalism? What are the incentives for peace and for conflict? 
 
It is important to avoid thinking of the conflict as an ethnic one and avoid dividing South Sudanese. 
Mr. Mar recommends dialogue for peace between the many groups in the region, denouncing the 
ongoing violence. Power is often an incentive for violence, but the influence from international 
players is an incentive for peace. The speaker did not think that power was the incentive for this 
conflict, and reiterated the call for the report that was completed in August to be released so 
individuals instigating the conflict can be held to account. 
 
Is the name SPLM/A obsolete? One S is missing, and the Liberation happened in 2011. What is your 
political project for South Sudan? 
 
In terms of the SPLM/A, it came from a military organization and trusted the government to guide 
the transition after independence. Only a small percentage of the SPLM/A should remain as a 
military force. The discussion around this topic highlighted that South Africa had offered to train 
South Sudanese military members for a peaceful transition, but the offer was not taken up by most. 
 
To conclude the meeting, the role that the South Sudanese diaspora could play was discussed. The 
diaspora has the ability to use their voices to speak about the conflict and advocate for a political 
solution. Innocent people are dying on both sides of the conflict and this week the G10 (SPLM/A in 
opposition) will send a team to Juba to come to a political agreement. 
 
 

3. Upcoming Meetings 
 
Our next meeting is the ASG BBQ June 10th. 


